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JOTTER PAD

ACROSS
  1 Make a fuss about extreme hike in tariff 

(6)
  4 Bypass work’s held back by lazy person 

(4,4)
10 After cricket match will try out new car 

(4,5)
11 First class get special enclosure in US ski 

resort (5)
12 Oddly comical sample of Tarzan yell (4)
13 Friend made error perhaps, or not, 

seeing fortune teller (4,6)
15 Row about retired doctor is hurtful (7)
16 Question’s dividing some running 

temple (6)
19 Bloomer showing when underskirt’s not 

pulled down? (4,2)
21 Aristocrat, losing head taking diamonds, 

has run into policeman (7)
23 Under threat of early finish, open-air DJ 

set goes ahead (2,8)
25 Time to regret being honest (4)
27 Vehicle guide picked up is a muddy 

colour (5)
28 One side gets help pursuing justice (5,4)
29 Make a mess of translating “She-Devil” 

(8)
30 Up for sex after final Jägerbomb drink 

(6)
DOWN
  1 Channel Islands School of Buddhism’s 

feeding its poor residents (8)
  2 Circulating salient points in advance is 

crucial (9)
  3 Arrange minute with daughter instead 

of partner (4)
  5 I’m not sure what to say after spy’s set 

up by M so stay quiet (4,3)
  6 Performance fades out before men 

stripped – didn’t risk it! (6,4)
  7 Suspect diva, soft at heart, is lacking 

charisma (5)
  8 Without water supply year after river 

under bridge finally disappeared (3,3)
  9 Focus on chance to nurse rising team (6)
14 Commanding Officer with military police 

is more unlikely to negotiate (10)
17 Not sure a French church has central 

heating during wet weather (9)
18 Kind of insect outside bothered diner (8)
20 Grassland in Peru regularly windy we 

hear (7)
21 Good to leave gold and silver with last 

relative in final years (3,3)
22 Cool group of women on deck at sea (6)
24 Frenchman’s trousers? (5)
26 Inspire uplifting in spirits (4)


